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Abstract8

In order to control price competition restriction agreements by law, the state needs to9

accurately identify the price instrument and the influence of the price-use agreement to limit10

competition. A pricing tool to be used effectively in restraining price agreements and that is11

often a way to maximize the profitability of the business. The legal nature of the act of12

agreement to use prices to limit competition revealed in the price fixing agreement is an13

agreement between enterprises on the same relevant market.14

15

Index terms— price; price agreement; competition restriction; competition restriction agreement.16

1 Introduction17

he goal of businesses is to maximize profits. In order to develope, every business must have a reasonable pricing18
strategy by itself. Price is the result of competition and is also an effective means of competition. In order to19
maximize profits, businesses tend to eliminate price competition through anticompetitive agreements. It is the20
price agreements between competitors that have profoundly influenced the competitive structure in the market,21
thereby having a great impact on other firms doing business in the same relevant market or partnering. Great22
impact on consumers by stripping the right to choose competitive prices for the goods and tools that enterprises23
supply. In the study of economics, an agreement to use prices to limit competition can be divided into price24
fixing agreements to exploit customers and agreements to use prices to strengthen position in the relevant market.25
They are all anti-competitive agreements that are toxic to the market.26

2 II.27

Research question a) What is the legal nature of agreement on using price to limit competition?28
i. What is the economic rationale and what is the legal basis for assessing the impact of price agreements to29

limit competition and for how to control them by law?30
III.31

3 Research Method32

? Interpretation method This is the method applied to study the basic theoretical issues of the law controlling33
the price-fixing agreements to limit competition; the study of economics when considering price use agreements.34

4 ? Methods of analysis and commentary35

This method is applied to present the specific provisions of the international legal system as well as the Vietnamese36
legal system on price-fixing agreements to limit competition.37
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9 MONOPOLY PROFIT P>MR=MC

5 ? Comparative jurisprudence38

This method is also used to study the provisions of international law, study international case law, laws of39
different countries and compare with the provisions of competition law of Vietnam to evaluate the compatibility40
and conformity through which to draw experience and specific solutions in the laws of the countries. On that41
basis, the author proposes a solution to perfect the Vietnamese competition law in terms of controlling price42
fixing agreements to limit competition.43

6 ? Methods of systematizing and synthesizing44

This is a research method used to generalize and draw basic conclusions and proposals on the author’s new45
contributions to the improvement of Vietnamese law on controlling price agreements. competition restriction.46

IV.47

7 Research Results48

a) Price agreement and price agreement influence tools to limit competition i. The pricing tool is used effectively49
in restraint agreements Agreements using prices to restrict competition are agreements that agree to act between50
enterprises competing in the relevant market formally or informally in the form of an implicit or public agreement.51
In which businesses use prices as a tool to achieve the purpose of restraining competition in the relevant market.52
In order to be able to achieve monopolistic profits or behave in the relevant market as a monopoly, competing53
firms must emulate that position through agreed-to-act agreements. Therefore, it can be seen that the subjects54
carrying out anti-competition agreements in general and agreements using prices to limit competition in particular55
are enterprises located on the same relevant market.56

An agreement to use price to limit competition can be either a public agreement or a tacit, formal or informal57
agreement. All are agreement but the agreement to use the price to limit competition and the contract differs58
in terms of approach. Contracts are agreements between parties to establish, change or terminate rights and59
obligations. It is governed by civil law and specialized laws. In which, the law will provide for effective conditions60
for this agreement to be considered a contract. The conditions can be the conditions of the subject’s capacity, the61
form of the contract.. Meanwhile, the price agreements to limit competition are understood as the agreements62
between the parties on the action, thereby controlling the ability to act independently between the parties in the63
relevant market. With an approach to ensure the order of competition in the market, the factor that is concerned64
is whether or not enterprises proceed to eliminate or reduce competition pressure through agreement. Therefore,65
the form of the agreement is not the factor that needs to be concerned. By its unjust nature, competition66
restriction agreements are prohibited by the competition laws of many countries. As a result, these agreements67
can take place publicly or implicitly. According to Herbert Hovenkamp, ”although under Article 1 of the Sherman68
Law, an agreement between the parties is required. But this agreement can be determined based on evidence69
based on its context. The court can still handle collusion even though there is no direct evidence that the70
defendants have participated in the action together. So it can be seen that the public or tacit agreement, written71
or verbal, is essentially just a way for the parties to reach agreement to act. The differences of the forms have72
almost no effect on the purpose of the agreements to restrain competition.73

The long-term goal of the business is profit. Consistent with that goal, businesses will tend to increase selling74
prices to obtain exclusive profits. In terms of economy, firms in competitive market and monopoly profit are75
different.76

8 Competitive market P=MR=MC77

9 Monopoly profit P>MR=MC78

In which: P: Selling price; MR: Marginal revenue; MC: Marginal cost Accordingly, in a competitive market,79
businesses will maximize profits when selling price equals marginal revenue. Meanwhile, in the monopolistic80
market, the firm’s selling price is higher than its marginal revenue.81

Businesses will have an incentive to jointly set an output in order to achieve the desired price. In other words,82
through a consensus agreement of action, firms acted as either a dominant or monopoly firm (depending on83
whether this agreement included all or only the majority of the above firms. relevant market) so that it can84
be directed to the level of profit that a dominant / monopolist can get. According to Herbert Hovenkamp,85
agreed-upon firms act as likely to enjoy monopolistic profits like a single monopoly. Consider how to maximize86
the profitability of a monopoly through the following figure:87

This illustration is taken from: N. Gregory Mankiw ( ??011), Principles of Economics, 6th Edition, Cengage88
Learning, page 30789

Looking at the above figure, if price is P, marginal revenue is MR, marginal cost is MC, businesses will base90
on the intersection point P = MR = MC (point A) and determine the needs of users by the demand curve is to91
determine the demand level B, from which the price can be fixed in line AB. In other words, users pay more when92
businesses emulate a monopoly position in the relevant market through a consensus act. But on the other hand,93
according to the rule of supply, when the price increases, the supply also increases (because the supply curve94
is an upward slope). Other firms (operating on the same relevant market or potential competitor business) will95
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tend to enter the market or supply more. The positions of the participating businesses will be shaken. Therefore,96
these businesses have two options, either to reduce the selling price (which also means the profit will decrease) or97
seek to eliminate these businesses to consolidate or increase market share in the relevant market However, it is98
theoretically necessary to distinguish anticompetitive agreements (in which price agreements are part) from those99
promoting anticompetitive agreements (hereinafter referred to as deals are facilitated). Because these promotion100
agreements, although very similar to anti-competition agreements, in terms of impact on competition, they are101
completely different in nature from anti-competition agreements. The United States is one of the pioneers in102
establishing institutions that govern anti-competition and monopoly agreements.103

U.S. antitrust laws stipulate that while the exchange agreement, providing information on prices by itself is not104
illegal, proof that competitors share information to fix prices will be grounds for asserting evidence for conspiracy105
or illegal conduct. The assessment of the lawfulness of the act of exchanging and providing information in the106
United States must be done based on ”rule of reason” -a specific analysis method in the Antitrust Law. helps to107
distinguish between legal and illegal communications through balancing the non-competitive effect of information108
exchange between competitors versus the benefits of potential competition of behavior.109

Evidence of damage from anticompetitive behavior, such as an increase in prices across the industry following110
the exchange of information, would be the strongest factor in finding illegal exchanges. In the absence of such111
obvious anti-competitive effects, the following criteria will have to be considered in evaluating the legality112
of communication, including: ? The nature and quantity of information (widely exchanging information113
about prices, outputs, large costs, marketing strategies and new product development are more likely to have114
anticompetitive implications); ? When information is shared vs. price change (past data sharing is generally115
considered less problematic than current data sharing); ? The will of the parties when exchanging information116
(for the purpose of restraining competition, such as to fix prices or stabilize prices, will be a problem); ? Industry117
structure (in concentrated industries, an exchange between a few firms can be a high risk to competition);118
? The level of publicity of information exchange (when information is publicly disclosed, the risk from119
information exchange between competitors will be low); ? how communication is structured and controlled120
(direct communication is often more competitive than exchanging through a middleman); ? Exchange frequency121
(exchange more often, problems may occur more). The World Bank and the OECD classify an information122
exchange agreement as a kind of agreement that facilitates anti-competition agreements. Accordingly, these123
agreements may motivate the parties to enter anticompetitive agreements, but can also bring positive aspects124
to the market. Specifically, agreements that facilitate anti-competitive agreements are agreements that require125
unified action in sharing information, agreeing on product standardization, accepting specific conditions or price-126
related activities can make restraint agreements easier in oligopolistic markets to avoid mutual competition, even127
in the absence of anticompetitive agreements. explicitly. Therefore, the World Bank and the OECD recommend128
that when evaluating the anticompetition agreement facilitation agreements, it is necessary to evaluate the129
following four questions: agreements occur in markets where market characteristics these arrangements facilitate130
the formation of cartels; Agreements do occur with most of the major competitors in the market; agreements that131
make it easy to reach or maintain public or implicit anti-competitive agreements on price or output; Agreements132
do not have any meaning to promote competition or competitive interests if there is less harm than damage it133
causes to competition.134

b) The legal nature of price fixing agreements in order to limit competition i. Price-fixing agreement is an135
agreement between enterprises on the same relevant market.136

From this agreement, limits or eliminates the possibility of price action among businesses participating in the137
agreement in order to increase profits. According to the World Bank and the OECD, the price fixing agreement138
is a commonly used term to describe a series of actions taken by competitors that directly affect prices. From an139
economic point of view, the nature of the price fixing agreement is to simulate the position of the monopolist,140
thereby using the market power gained by the parties through a unified agreement. impact to the price and output141
output in the relevant market. However, in order to ensure the effectiveness of the price fixing agreements, it is142
necessary to meet certain conditions in economic terms.143

ii. The conditions for the effectiveness of agreements generally include the following three main conditions144
costs always want to set a low price, while the rest tend to set a higher price. The higher the number of firms145
participating in the pricing agreement, the more pronounced the conflict is and the less sustainable the agreements146
are. Competition restriction agreements and price fixing agreements, because they are illegal, often take place in147
secret. The larger the number of businesses, the more difficult it is to operate and maintain the confidentiality148
of the agreement.149

The second condition: Barriers to market entry exist.150
With the nature of setting high prices in the market, price fixing agreements face the risk of losing market151

share if customers can easily have an alternative to consumer demand. Therefore, the barrier to market entry is152
one of the important factors for the effectiveness and operation of the agreements. There is a similarity between153
the price-fixing agreement and the destructive pricing act in terms of preconditions. Because the nature of154
destructive pricing behaviors is sacrificing short-run benefits to increase prices in the long run, after a successful155
destructive strategy. Therefore, if the industry has low barriers to market entry, it also means that businesses156
will find it difficult to increase prices to offset the costs of selling losses. It is also a condition that the dominant157
business also considers before engaging in behavior.158
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11 D) DIFFERENCES IN PRODUCTION COSTS CREATE LAXITY OF THE
DEAL

The third condition: Uniformity of products. The agreement would be much more difficult if the industry had159
many businesses, if the products were not standardized, and if demand and cost conditions changed rapidly. From160
the above concept, it is possible to identify the act of price fixing agreement through the following characteristics:161
First, the subjects performing the price fixing agreement act are competitive enterprises. The Model Competition162
Law prohibits agreements between competitors or potential competitors, whether agreements exist in written or163
oral, formal or informal agreements; price fixing agreements or other terms of sale, including in international164
trade.165

Second, there must be a consensus to act between the parties. Agreements agreeing to act in anticompetitive166
agreements in general and price fixing agreements in particular do not necessarily constitute a contract. Under167
the Model Competition Law, this agreement is whether written or verbal, formal or informal. Regarding the168
aspect of agreement cannot fail to mention a phenomenon in the oligopoly market. Accordingly, the oligopoly169
market simply understands that the market only exists in a small number of businesses, in which the behavior170
change of any business can affect the rest of the industry. When a firm in this market, especially the leading firm171
or the one with the lowest costs of production, raises prices, the rest can choose to respond by either keeping the172
price or increasing. prices follow. Even in the case of other firms raising prices, it is a normal business response.173
Therefore, the existence of174

The first condition: The market structure must be a concentrated market. A market where the less number175
of businesses is, the more favorable it is for the parties to conduct anti-competition agreements in particular and176
price-fixing agreements in particular. A market structure of few firms has solved the problem of anticompetitive177
agreements: firms always have differences in production costs. Therefore, it will be very difficult to set different178
prices for firms at different production cost levels. Firms with optimal production an action agreement is an179
important factor to distinguish the difference between the anti-competitive agreement act (an illegal act) and180
the enterprises’ reactions to the changes in a competitor’s business behavior in the oligopoly market. Third,181
the content of the agreement related to the price of goods and services. There are various forms of price fixing182
agreements. The simplest form is that the parties agree on a rate that applies to some or all of the customers.183
However, according to the recommendations of the World Bank and OECD, in addition to the agreement setting184
a fixed price, in fact, countries in the process of building competition laws should also consider classifying the185
following behaviors in price fixing group acts: price increase agreements; pricing formula agreements; agreements186
that maintain a fixed percentage of competitive prices of undetermined products; agreements that do not discount187
or establish an identical discount; credit terms agreements that apply to customers; agreements that eliminate188
the practice of offering at low market prices to reduce supply and keep prices high; The deals do not discount189
prices if not notified to other members; Compliance agreements with published prices. Fourth, the purpose of the190
price fixing agreement is to increase profits. The exploitative nature of WB and OECD price fixing agreements191
is that if the customer has no other option to replace the product under the price fixing agreement, it is not192
easy to cut down on consumer demand. then the price will increase very high. At the very least, the price fixing193
agreement sets prices above those of the most ineffective producers in the market. The price fixing agreement194
can be conducted as a stand-alone agreement or it can be part of a collusion agreement between businesses that195
governs most of the businesses of its members. Examples include collusion in bidding, division of markets and196
customers, production and sales quotas.197

10 c) Unsustainability of price agreements to limit competition198

Agreements between firms will bring benefits to businesses, but the nature of these agreements is less sustainable199
links. There are various factors affecting the unsustainability of anti-competition agreements. Basically, the200
laxity of the linkages between enterprises in a restraining agreement can be assessed through the following basic201
factors: the difference in production costs of each firm in the agreement.; business goals in the competition202
process; market structure and transparency; state sanctions against competition restriction agreements.203

11 d) Differences in production costs create laxity of the deal204

The essence of anti-competition agreements is that by consensus of action, these enterprises want the group of205
enterprises participating in the agreement to act as a single enterprise. However, that is in theory. In fact, the206
businesses participating in the agreement have different production costs. The difference in production costs can207
arise from the size of the business, production lines and technology, supply chain management or other reasons.208

When participating in the agreement, because towards unity of action, enterprises will have to ignore the209
difference in production costs to fix a uniform price. As a result, the benefits businesses get through the agreement210
will vary widely. This is also the fundamental difference between an oligopoly and a group of businesses that211
emulate dominance or monopoly through unified action agreement. This difference in the distribution of benefits,212
will make the linkage of the participating businesses less sustainable.213
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12 e) The goals of the business in the competition process create214

the unsustainability of the agreement215

The goal of the business in the competition process is one of the important criteria, affecting the sustainability216
of the agreement. The goal of a business in the business process can be because of making a bigger profit than it217
is now or it can also be to gain market share. With different goals, an organization may be more motivated to218
engage in behaviors that benefit it, even though these behaviors may go against what the company has committed219
in its agreements with other businesses.220

When conducting anti-competitive agreements, the company’s strategy is to cut production, thereby increasing221
selling prices. When a restraint agreement is in place, two things are true: Because agreements are always aimed222
at cutting output, businesses always sell less than they sell. predeal and is probably less than its own production223
capacity; Selling prices in agreements always bring high profits. When the firm is producing at a level of output224
below production capacity and where marginal revenue is higher than marginal cost, the firm has an incentive225
to sell more than it has agreed to other business.226

13 f) Market structure and information transparency are one of227

the basic factors that create the lax of linkages among firms228

in the agreement229

If the differences in production costs and differences in competitive strategy of the firms participating in the230
agreement are considered as internal factors affecting the stability of the agreements, then the market structure231
and the Transparency of market information is an external factor that strongly impacts competition restriction232
agreements. Market structure is seen mainly through factors such as the number of rival firms in the relevant233
market, and the concentration of buyers. Along with the differences as analyzed above, the more enterprises that234
exist, the more lax the agreements are. Economists agreed that anticompetitive agreements were more likely to235
occur in markets where market concentration was high, markets comprising only two to seven or eight firms.236
A market where there are more firms, 15 or 20 firms, agreement to restrain competition is extremely difficult.237
According to the OECD, a market structure with a small number of firms is one of the key opportunities for238
anticompetitive agreements. This can be explained through the following two aspects: First, anti-competition239
agreements, often illegal agreements. So, these agreements often take place in secret. The more businesses240
participate, the more information exchange and coordination becomes difficult. And more importantly, the easier241
it would be to make the deals uncovered. Second, in a market where there are many firms, it is very difficult242
to enter into anti-competitive agreements where all firms are members of the agreement. On the other hand,243
competition restriction agreements are only effective when 100% of enterprises in the industry participate. On the244
contrary, the implementation of agreements where there are many enterprises that do not join the agreement only245
weakens the effectiveness of these agreements. Firms that did not participate in the agreement could increase their246
output in proportion to the portion that the group of participating firms had cut. If that happens, the businesses247
participating in the agreement cannot raise prices, while losing market share to competitors. On the other hand,248
in a market with lots of businesses, the best strategy for businesses is not to enter into anticompetitive agreements.249
Accordingly, businesses will increase the selling price at a certain level, lower than the price set by the group250
of participating businesses. But since they don’t enter into the deal, they are not bound by anti-competition251
agreements: they have the right to sell as much as they want.252

From the economic perspective, the nature of basic factor agreements gives the participating firms high253
profits from cutting output to raise prices. But also from that process will arise a conflict of interests between254
each member of the agreement and the common interests of the whole group of businesses participating in the255
agreement. However, when an enterprise breaks an anti-competitive agreement, it is likely that this enterprise will256
face sanctions / retaliation by the remaining enterprises if this behavior is detected. Compliance and agreement257
breaking factors always exist as opposite sides of anti-competition agreements. In a market where information258
about goods or services is adequately provided, and customers’ wide and easy access to information will be259
necessary for anticompetitive agreements. Because when the act of selling goods below the price agreed by260
the business group, it is this easily accessible information that will return to denounce the betraying business.261
Faced with retaliation measures of the remaining enterprises, enterprises’ motivation to break anti-competitive262
agreements will decrease. In other words, in the context of adequate market information, the stability of263
anticompetition agreements is high. But the problem will become different, when the market information is264
incomplete or the behaviors that the business group agree to are the behaviors not related to price.265

14 g) State sanctions266

State sanctions are also one of the important factors affecting the sustainability of anti-competition agreements.267
When conducting competition restriction agreements, businesses always have a choice: whether to join the268
agreement or not. What businesses should consider when making or participating in anticompetition agreements269
is that the benefits of joining an agreement are attractive enough not to care about the state’s ban? Even270
when participating in anti-competitive agreements, this factor is still the factor that has the potential to have271
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15 I) COMPETITION RESTRICTION EFFECTS

a great impact on the sustainability of the agreement. Once the sanctions are not strong enough and especially272
the inconsistent enforcement of competition law will reduce the deterrence of the law. In other words, in such273
a context, enterprises lack incentives to abandon or stop anti-competition agreements or cooperate with state274
authorities in dealing with anti-competitive agreements.275

h) The impact of the agreement on using prices to limit competition From an economic point of view, the unified276
agreement of action between enterprises eliminates the independent action between enterprises participating in277
the agreement. The nature of price agreements to restrict competition is to simulate the position of the monopolist278
and act in the monopoly’s manner. On the other hand, by combining the market power of enterprises participating279
in anti-competition agreements, it also helps enterprises to carry out activities that promote competition in the280
market. Therefore, evaluating the impact of the price agreement to limit competition must be assessed on both281
the anticompetitive effects and the competition-promoting effects.282

15 i) Competition restriction effects283

Anti-competitive agreements restrict price competition between participating firms. The agreements thereby284
distort the inherent laws of movement of the market. The two objects affected by these agreements are consumers285
and competing businesses that are not one of the parties to the agreement. Consumers are strongly affected286
by price agreements. Because they will not enjoy the good prices that businesses offer when they are under287
competitive pressure in the market. It can be said: decreased output, increased price is the key factor in price288
use agreements. To evaluate the effectiveness of market models on society, economics uses the concept of social289
surplus. Accordingly, the total social surplus is determined by the sum of producer surplus plus the total consumer290
surplus. Consumer surplus is understood as the subtraction of the amount that the buyer is willing to pay for the291
goods from what they have to actually pay. It measures the benefit a buyer gets from a purchase. The surplus292
of production is the amount that the seller is paid after subtracting the cost of production. A producer surplus293
measures the benefit a seller receives from entering a market.294

The monopolist will produce at a point where marginal revenue equals marginal cost. So price and output will295
be Pm and Qm, respectively. In a competitive market price should be equal to marginal cost. Hence price and296
output will be P and Qc, determined at the intersection of the average revenue curve (also the demand curve)297
and marginal cost curves. Consider how the social surplus changes if we change from the competitive price Pc298
to the monopolistic price Pm through the following diagram:299

This illustration is taken from: Robert S. ??indyck, Daniel L. Rubinfeld (2013), Microeconomics, 8th Edition,300
Pearson, p. 378 In the monopoly market, the price is high so demand will decrease. Because of the high price,301
the consumer will lose the consumer surplus, which is the rectangle A. Users who don’t buy at Pm but only buy302
at Pc also lose the consumer surplus, which is triangle B. The total loss of consumer surplus will be A + B.303
Producer, who will receive rectangular portion A from selling at a higher price but will lose triangular C, the304
profit gained when selling quantity (Qc -Qm) at the price Pc. Thus, the total surplus that the monopolist has305
will be A -C. Thus we have: the social loss will be B + C. This is the social loss of monopoly power. Thus, the306
consequences of price use agreements not only make consumers buy goods at a higher price, but more importantly,307
price agreements have contributed to the distribution of resources in society. effective.308

Other firms operating in the same relevant market but not one of the parties to the price use agreement (rival309
enterprise) are also subject to the price use agreements. As analyzed above, the tendency to consolidate and / or310
expand market share in the relevant market is one of the motivations for businesses to conduct anti-competitive311
agreements, in which the price tool is a powerful tool for achieving this. By amassing power from all firms, price312
agreements aimed at removing competitors from the relevant market put great pressure on firms’ normal business313
performance. prime. The pressure not only stops at declining profits, but more seriously, these businesses cannot314
enter the market, expand their business or even be forced to leave the relevant market.315

From an economic management perspective, competition restriction agreements can make the competitiveness316
of the economy ineffective. By limiting or eliminating competition, domestic firms have no incentive and317
pressure to change technology or improve production processes to optimize production costs. More seriously,318
if anticompetitive agreements occur in the primary fuel market, which serves as the input of other manufacturing319
industries, these arrangements could make the manufacturing that is affected through increased production costs.320
So it can be said that a competitive market can increase international competitiveness, increase employment321
and establish a higher standard of living. The competition-promoting effect of price agreements is seen from the322
economics of scale. Accordingly, the economy of scale is understood as the long-term average production cost of an323
enterprise will decrease as production scale increases. There are many activities that require resource coordination324
by businesses in the industry. It is not optimal for each enterprise to conduct activities independently, in terms325
of economics, in many cases. By allowing businesses to enter into coordination arrangements, new products326
can be created, boosting production value and thereby increasing consumer welfare. There are two factors that327
need to be considered when assessing the competitionpromoting aspect of new product research and development328
agreements: Through action agreements, firms can not only add up. resources, promoting the value of the law of329
the economics of scale, but more importantly, this activity also contributes to risk sharing for all or most of the330
businesses in the industry, in the case of This action failed. One of the important conditions for businesses to331
conduct price agreement acts is that they have to create a similarity of products. This similarity is understood as332
the standardization of products, unification of warranty delivery conditions, unification of payment conditions ...333
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But also through this unification it contributes to making the market become more production standards should334
be transparent and unified. In terms of consumption, these factors are also positive factors.335

In short, the main effect of price use agreements is fundamentally disturbing the rules of the market, consumer336
surplus in particular and social surplus falling. But also from the negotiation process, the agreements to use prices337
under certain conditions also promote competition through the unification of business conditions, standardization338
of products, and transparency of market information. It is these two intertwining aspects that make the control339
of price agreements very complicated. The theoretical requirement is how to prevent harmful effects but put in340
comparison with the meaning of promoting competition that the agreements bring. The competition authority341
must differentiate between restraint or competition promoting practices or at least both of these aspects. An342
overly restrictive policy prevents beneficial competition; an overly lax policy will allow competitors to suppress343
competition, raise prices and reduce output, thus hurting both consumers and the economy.344

16 k) How to deal with agreements on using prices to limit345

competition346

i. Sanctions against agreements to use prices to limit competition Sanctions are one of the important components347
that make up the legal institution that controls price agreement acts to limit competition. The purpose of the348
sanctions is to punish violations of the competition law. Accordingly, sanctions in competition laws must create349
real risks to the parties when they enter into or are considering the possibility of entering into price use agreements350
to limit competition. To achieve the goal of punishing violations and, above all, deterring and preventing parties351
from entering into price agreements to limit competition, sanctions must ensure greater benefits than businesses.352
can be reached when entering into an agreement. Breaking competition rules is beneficial if the behavior is not353
punished, which is the reason why the business should act. Usually, the sanctions that apply to agreements354
using prices to limit competition are generally a fine. Determining the amount of the fine will depend on many355
factors such as the level of confidentiality of the act, the seriousness and illegal benefits that the act brings. Some356
countries, such as the United States and Canada, which use price agreements to limit competition can also be357
imprisoned. In addition to these two financial sanctions, countries may consider additional remedies. Among the358
sanctions, fines are the most common sanctions applied by countries. Under EU competition laws, agreements359
using prices to limit competition may result in a fine of up to 10% of the preceding year’s total sales. However,360
it must be seen that fines of up to 10% of this total revenue by the Council of Europe are quite heavy and the361
range (0-10%) is very wide. Because of that, it is necessary to have criteria to quantify fines. On that basis, in362
2006 the European Commission issued Guidance on methods for determining penalties specified in Article 23 (2)363
(a) of Decision No. 1/200. There are two important points in this Guide:364

17 l) General principles365

In determining penalties, the European Commission’s Directive 2006 / C 210/02 needs to consider the following366
factors: the value of the goods or services; time of the violation; the impact of the competition restriction367
agreement on the market; number of years in which the parties to an anticompetition agreement. The European368
Union’s competition laws have clear delineation of types of competition restriction agreements. Accordingly, the369
serious anti-competitive agreements are always subject to higher sanctions than the remaining anti-competitive370
agreements. Horizontal price-fixing, market-sharing and output restriction agreements are often confidential,371
with the nature most damaging to competition and subject to severe fines.372

18 m) Method of determining the penalty373

Based on the above general principle, in specific cases in order to make a final decision on the fine level, the374
Committee needs to rely on aggravating and extenuating circumstances so that it can decide the level of the fine.375
verb 0% -10% of total revenue of the business.376

19 n) Aggravating circumstances377

? When a party continues or repeated a violation as soon as the National Competition Commission or Authority378
has found it to be in violation of Articles 81, 82: the fine can be increased by 100% for each violation; ? Refuse379
to cooperate with or obstruct the Commission in conducting an investigation; ? Role as leader, or initiator of380
violations; The Commission will also be particularly interested in any steps or stages of implementation intended381
to compel other firms to enter into anticompetitive agreements or to adopt retaliation measures that they seek.382
Applicable to other businesses for the purpose of ensuring enforcement of violations of commitments in anti-383
competitive agreements. However, the general rule is that even if firms participating in the agreement to use384
prices to limit competition fall into aggravating circumstances, the Commission must comply with the maximum385
fine set by the Council of Europe. . Accordingly, the final penalty shall not exceed 10% of the total revenue386
of the preceding fiscal year of the enterprise or association that has engaged in the violation as provided for in387
Article 23 (2). Decision No. 1/2003. On the other hand, for businesses serving as a senior member, initiating388
or having an important role in anti-competitive agreements, the way to handle it is always stricter than that389
of other businesses. At the same time, these subjects will normally not be entitled to the leniency program in390
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20 O) EXTENUATING CIRCUMSTANCES

competition laws or will enjoy the leniency, but only to a limited extent, the reduction of fines and not the total391
exemption. This stems from the role these firms play in initiating and operating anticompetitive agreements.392
According to a 2006 notice of the European Commission, enterprises that take measures to force other enterprises393
to enter into an anticompetitive agreement or maintain such agreement will not be exempt from penalties. It can394
still be considered for a fine reduction if the business meets the relevant requirements. On the same principle,395
under the provisions of the US corporate leniency policy, one of the conditions for an enterprise to enjoy full396
leniency is that the enterprise has not forced another party to participate. illegal and explicit activity is not the397
leader or originator of these activities.398

20 o) Extenuating circumstances399

The European Commission will consider reducing the fine based on the previously determined base amount.400
According to Guideline 2006 / C 210/02, the circumstances for mitigating fines imposed on enterprises401
participating in anti-competitive agreements include the following: ? In the event that the business concerned402
provides evidence that it ceases the breach as soon as the Commission intervenes: this will not apply to the deal403
or covert action (especially the restrictive agreements compete); ? When the business provides evidence that404
violations have been committed due to negligence;405

The firm provides evidence that its participation in the infringement is substantially limited and thus406
demonstrates that, during the period during which it is the violator, it actually avoids the application of the407
infringement. This is done by applying competitive practices in the market: If merely one enterprise enters into408
a competition restriction agreement for a shorter period of time than others will not be considered a downside.409
slightly because this is already reflected in the base amount;410

? The business concerned has cooperated effectively with the European Commission in excess of the411
requirements that the leniency policy requires enterprises to fulfill;412

? When the enterprise’s anti-competitive behavior has been allowed or encouraged by public authorities or413
law.414

In addition to the aggravating and mitigating circumstances, the leniency policy is one of the factors that415
greatly affects the amount of fines that enterprises have to suffer. Businesses can be exempt from the full amount416
of fines if they cooperate with the European Commission or reduce the money under certain conditions. The417
Commission will apply the leniency rules in accordance with the conditions specified in the applicable notice.418

p) A leniency policy on price agreements to limit competition This is the government’s policy to win immunity419
for members participating in anti-competition agreements to actively declare, provide documents and evidence to420
prove the existence of anti-competitive agreements. with competition authorities. Businesses that enjoy leniency421
will be exempt from part or all of the administrative or criminal sanctions they should have suffered. The leniency422
program has been built in the direction of combining with the design of heavy sanctions, sufficient deterrence to423
take effect.424

The recognition of the leniency policy in the Competition Law 2018 plays a very important role because it425
will help quickly and accurately detect and break anti-competitive agreements. In fact, most anticompetitive426
agreements negatively affect the competitive environment between businesses and consumers’ interests through427
agreements on market division, on prices, on terms of contracting. However, these types of agreements are428
difficult to detect due to their high secrecy. Therefore, it is not easy to discover the existence of anti-competition429
agreements and obtain evidence related to this agreement. Therefore, the leniency policy specified in the430
Competition Law 2018 will create favorable conditions for entities participating in the competition restriction431
agreement to voluntarily declare and cooperate with authorities in investigation process to enjoy the exemption432
or reduction of the fine. Because the sooner the subject declares and cooperates with the investigation, the higher433
the level of exemption and reduction of liability. When the subjects quickly report to enjoy the leniency policy,434
the illegal competition restriction agreements will soon be broken. In order to apply the leniency policy, the435
enterprise must be a member of an anti-competition agreement. This business must proactively approach the436
competition authority to confess their participation in the agreement. At the same time, this enterprise must also437
strive to support competition authorities in the investigation and handling of violations. As for individuals who438
are individuals such as managers, employees, and employees of enterprises, when participating in a prohibited439
competition restriction agreement, they will not be subject to leniency policy under the Competition Law. contest440
even if they voluntarily report this agreement behavior. Therefore, the leniency policy is seen as an effective way441
to help the authorities to quickly and effectively access and break the prohibited anti-competition agreements.442
The basic principle that competition law must prioritize is to create a risk for businesses to worry if they do443
not voluntarily cooperate with competition authorities. On the other hand, dominant strategy is the optimal444
choice of businesses. But if the benefits of complying with anti-competition agreements are too great compared445
to the risk of being dealt with and if businesses have time to exchange information and come up with a response446
plan, Image may differ. As for the de-competition agreements in practice, enterprises easily exchange information447
with each other when the anti-competition agreements between them are discovered. Therefore, in order for the448
leniency policy to take effect, it is necessary to create a race between businesses to compete for the tolerance of449
the law.450

In Vietnam today, according to the provisions of Clause 1, Article 112 of the Vietnam Competition Law 2018:451
”Enterprises voluntarily report to help the National Competition Commission detect, investigate and handle anti-452
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competitive agreements. Prohibited paintings specified in Article 12 of this Law are exempted or reduced from453
the fine level according to the leniency policy”. Thus, the Vietnam Competition Law 2018 has determined that the454
beneficiaries of the leniency program are only enterprises. Enterprise here is understood as an entity conducting455
business for profit and is an independent entity in the market, regardless of whether it is a specific natural or456
legal entity, or can also be entitled to. leniency according to each enterprise’s own leniency policy. . In order457
to encourage individuals to proactively report and cooperate with competition authorities in the investigation458
process, the general trend of countries around the world today is towards recognizing individuals as well For459
those who are entitled to a leniency policy, such as in Poland, individuals holding a managerial position or former460
manager of the business can also apply for leniency on their own, or in Ireland, the waiver program Except for461
the Cartel Immunity Program in effect on January 22, 2015, which also extends immunity to individuals who are462
directors, employees and employees voluntarily acknowledge their participation in anti-competitive agreements.463
From the above evidence, it can be seen that Competition Law 2018 does not have harmony with the world trend.464
From a personal perspective, this is an issue to consider because if individuals related to businesses with anti-465
competitive agreements are prohibited but confessing as individuals, they are not entitled to. The leniency policy466
is a problem that needs to be reviewed. For the purpose of the recognition, regulation and implementation of a467
leniency policy is to facilitate the access process, detect and process dangerous anti-competitive agreement acts468
but if the policy is It only applies to business objects such as the Competition Law 2018 is not reasonable, and has469
not created incentives for individuals to actively denounce violations because even though they report, confessing,470
they also do not enjoy the leniency policy, which leads to the failure to promote the goal of promptly detecting471
dangerous anti-competition agreements that the leniency policy aims at. This creates an undue limitation for472
the role of leniency program. Therefore, from the point of view of the author, in order to achieve the goal of473
enhancing the ability to control and handle prohibited competition restriction agreements, the Competition Law474
should be regulated in the direction of the beneficiaries of the drilling policy. roses must include both individuals475
and businesses, not only businesses that are currently subject to this policy. Accordingly, in the event that the476
company satisfies the conditions for the exemption, the company’s directors, leaders and employees will also477
enjoy the leniency policy provided they sincerely acknowledge and report. His violation concurrently with the478
company’s reporting of violation and continue to support the investigation. In case the company declares to be479
the subject specified in Clause 4, Article 112, does not satisfy the conditions to enjoy the exemption, directors,480
leaders and employees are only entitled to the exemption of the leniency policy if they voluntarily report to481
investigating agencies as an individual. In the event that an employee of the member company declares that the482
anti-competitive agreement is prohibited personally and the company comes after its employee, this exemption483
is only available to the employee for the company. has not met the above conditions. The author thinks that484
the above provisions will contribute to increasing the attractiveness of the leniency policy towards individuals,485
thereby creating incentives to encourage individuals to actively participate in denunciations and self-reporting.486
confess, sincerely declare anti-competition agreements, thereby helping competition agencies to easily detect and487
promptly handle these agreements. q) Exemptions from price agreements to limit competition If a competition488
policy is too loose, violations cannot be effectively controlled. Meanwhile, if a competition policy is too strict, it489
will not promote the positive elements of the anti-competition agreement. In order to well balance the two aspects490
of punishing anticompetitive behaviors and grant the exemption to favorable anti-competitive agreements, it is491
necessary to define under what conditions, the agreements are This is beneficial for the competition and / or the492
consumer.493

21 i. The deal’s competitive-boosting aspect494

Agreements between competitors do not always cause harm to competition and to consumers. In certain cases,495
these arrangements can provide value that fosters competition in the marketplace. One of the positive aspects496
of competition promotion agreements are new product research and development (R&D) agreements. Research497
and development costs, especially creating breakthrough products, are often enormous. High cost and high risk498
are one of the biggest challenges of research and development activities. Therefore, it is ineffective for each499
individual enterprise to perform this activity independently from a economic perspective. That is also the reason500
why businesses agree to jointly carry out research and development activities. In the practice of competition501
law, countries always consider agreements to promote product research and development always as competition502
promoting agreements or will grant such agreements an exemption. Because of the nature of research and503
development activities are research investment activities that are risky. The key to this process is to face risks504
in the investment process to benefit from a new product that will be breakthrough or high return in the future.505
Therefore, forcing firms to allow a fourth firm to participate in the production of a new product would be unfair506
for businesses that had already faced the risk from the start and allowed the fourth firm to take advantage. from507
the risk of other businesses unjustly. In its 1998 international competition law enforcement policy guide, the US508
Department of Justice also emphasizes this aspect with respect to denial of transaction agreements. Accordingly,509
forcing the joint venture to open up opportunities for competitors to become members of the joint venture (or510
license research and development products of the joint venture to businesses that want to). license ownership)511
will reduce the motivation of research and development joint ventures. The consequence of implementing a policy512
that does not allow joint ventures to choose members could have the worst consequences of encouraging firms to513
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22 II. EXEMPTION OF COMPETITION RESTRICTION AGREEMENTS

avoid risks (without having to start initially) but they have grounds to hope to be given the right to share the514
results from previously ventured businesses through competition litigation.515

22 ii. Exemption of competition restriction agreements516

As analyzed above, there are anti-competition agreements that are completely harmful to competition and517
consumers. These are agreements that are classified by the laws of the countries into a group of particularly serious518
anti-competition agreements and dealt with on the principle of default violation. But there are also agreements like519
research and development agreements that are valuable in promoting competition. At the same time, there are also520
anti-competitive agreements, but under certain conditions, these agreements promote competition. Therefore,521
in order to create the effectiveness of controlling anti-competition agreements, in practice, countries divide the522
exemption criteria into three groups:523

? Group 1: exemptions that apply automatically Exemptions are applied automatically, which means when an524
enterprise implements agreements, but under the provisions of the competition law it is defined as the agreements525
with an implicitly competitive promoting value. . The competition authority does not need to consider the526
beneficial or anticompetitive aspects of an agreement. Under European Union competition laws, research and527
development agreements are automatically exempt. Accordingly: Subject to Article 81 (3) of the Agreement, the528
provisions of these Regulations, declare that Article 81 (1) shall not apply to agreements between two or more529
parties (hereinafter referred to as parties) relating to the conditions pursued by those parties: joint research and530
development of products or processes, and joint exploitation of the results of such research and development;531
jointly explore research and development results of products or processes that they have previously researched and532
developed; or jointly research and develop products or processes jointly, but do not include the joint exploitation533
of the results. This waiver shall apply in the event that such agreements (hereinafter ”research and development534
agreements”) contain competition restrictions within the scope of Article 81 (1).535

? The second group: exemption applies according to the market share threshold Market share is one of the536
important bases for assessing the market strength of one or a group of businesses in the relevant market. Under537
EU competition law, most exemptions use the market share threshold as a basis for consideration. According to538
the European Commission’s Decision 330/2010 of 20 April 1 2 3539

1Price Agreements to Restriction Competition-Vision from the Affects, Sustainable Nature, Impact Assess-
ment, and Proposals of Legal Control © 2020 Global Journals

2Price Agreements to Restriction Competition-Vision from the Affects, Sustainable Nature, Impact
3( )G © 2020 Global Journals
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.1 Discussion and Conclusion

2010 on the application of Article 101 (3) of the TFEU on the vertical classification of agreements and acts540
of coordination, the The part to consider for application is not to exceed 30%: ”If the share of each party to541
the agreement does not exceed 30% in the relevant market, the vertical agreements do not imply some kind of542
restriction. competition, often leading to improved production or distribution and benefits the user ”.543

Pursuant to the European Commission’s Decision No. 2659/2000 of 29 November 2000 on the application of544
Article 81 (3) of the Agreement to the Classification of Research and Development Agreements, the subject of545
a waiver only applies to agreements between competitors when the market share does not exceed 25% on the546
relevant market. Where two or more participants are competitors, the exemption under Article 1 shall apply547
for the period specified in paragraph 1 only if, at the time of the conclusion of the research and development548
agreement. Agreements on research and development of combined market share of the parties not exceeding 25%549
in the relevant market for products that are likely to be improved or replaced by contractual products.550

? Third group: severe competition restriction agreements Price-fixing, market division, and bidding collusion551
are agreements that are classified by countries as serious agreements. Their severity is judged from the fact552
that they are outside for reasons (in the interests of consumers) and fail to meet one of the following conditions:553
the effect of promoting technical progress, technology, improve the quality of goods and services; enhancing the554
competitiveness of Vietnamese enterprises in international markets; promote the uniform application of quality555
standards and technical norms of product categories; agree on contract performance, delivery, and payment556
terms, but not related to price and price factors. Competition law enforcement experience has shown that these557
agreements seriously harm competition and do not have any basis to justify this behavior. So, in addition to558
applying the default violation principle to deal with, these agreements will also be implicitly not entitled to559
an exemption. However, it must be seen that, despite being divided into such groups, in reality, competition560
authorities always have the right to review or withdraw prior waivers decisions when the context is no longer561
relevant. . The general rule of thumb is that the application of an exemption is always conditional and always562
limited. The European Commission may withdraw decisions to grant an exemption if it discovers in any particular563
agreement, decision or joint action of firms for which the Commission has decided to grant an exemption. The564
previous subtraction is no longer consistent with Article 101 (3) TFEU.565

V.566

.1 Discussion and Conclusion567

Agreements using prices to limit competition are anti-competitive agreements seriously, distorting or eliminating568
competition in the market, thereby greatly affecting the interests of consumers. Therefore, the issue of controlling569
the agreements to use prices to limit competition is always one of the important contents of the competition law in570
many countries. To be able to counter such agreements, it is necessary to understand the working principles and571
the economic nature of the behavior. In terms of economics, the unity of action will bring businesses the ability572
to dominate competition in the market. But economics also shows that there are also unsustainable elements in573
the process of agreeing to act by agreement. By exploiting unsustainable elements in price-based agreements to574
limit competition, competition laws in countries such as the United States and the EU have developed leniency575
as an effective tool to break competition restriction agreements. The fundamental core of leniency in competition576
law is game theory. This policy utilizes conflicts of interest between the pursuit of its own interests and the577
continued upholding of agreements established by the parties. Practice in other countries has confirmed, leniency578
policy is an effective tool to combat anti-competition agreements. Agreements using prices to limit competition579
will bring businesses many benefits, if these agreements are not punished by the law. This will make businesses580
more inclined to commit violations in the future. Therefore, sanctions imposed on price agreements to limit581
competition are one of the indispensable parts of the rules that control this behavior. In terms of sanctions, it is582
necessary to clarify the forms of sanctions that competition law can apply to acts of agreement on using prices583
to limit competition. At the same time, the law must provide criteria to quantify the penalty for firms playing584
different roles in the same group of firms participating in the price agreement to limit competition. The role585
of control over price agreements to limit competition will be ineffective, if the law does not take into account586
the positive effects of these agreements. Under certain conditions, price agreements to limit competition also587
play a role in promoting competition, either promoting economic development or optimizing the use of resources.588
Therefore, the issue of immunity is always an indispensable part of the competition laws of other countries in589
controlling the anti-competition agreements in general and the agreement on using prices to restrict competition590
in particular.591
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